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251 Su mo was fired 

 

Yu Xinran looked at him and laughed, ” “My car is already here.” 

 

... 

Yu Xinran’s Secretary couldn’t help but find it funny. She turned around and opened the door of a car on 

the side of the road. Yu Xinran elegantly got in. 

 

Sheng Dongyi took a look and saw that it was a Maserati, the latest model in the market. It was more 

expensive than his car. 

 

He took a deep breath and suddenly felt very embarrassed. 

 

What kind of identity did Yu Xinran have? It was useless for him to pretend to be a gentleman in front of 

her! 

 

It was because her level and vision were higher than his. She had seen all kinds of wealth and all kinds of 

extravagance. 

 

If he was a poor boy, it would be easier to arouse her interest. 

 

…… 

 

Yu Xinran went to discuss a business deal and only returned to the company in the afternoon. “Go and 

see where su mo is!” She asked the Secretary as she entered the office. 

 

“Yes.” The Secretary left the office and walked to su Mo’s seat. She was not there. 

 



It was a flexible break time, so she guessed that he was in the tea room and went over to take a look. 

 

Su mo was in the pantry, talking about branded clothing with her colleagues. They were talking about 

the new spring collection that had just been released. 

 

She happened to be wearing a new set of branded clothes that cost tens of thousands of Yuan today. 

Her colleagues said enviously, ” “I can’t bear to buy it!” 

 

“I’m just casually buying.” Su mo laughed. Speaking of which, Missy’s clothes today are more expensive! 

 

it’s haute couture. I think it’s a few hundred thousand! Someone said. 

 

“We can’t compete with Yingluo.” 

 

if we work hard, we might be able to afford it in the future, ” su mo said. 

 

that’s true ~”everyone laughed. no matter how hard you work, you must have your own ambitions ~” 

 

by the way, su mo, I always see someone driving you around. Who is that?” 

 

Su Mo’s face stiffened, and she said with a smile,””My boyfriend.” 

 

She understood what these people meant. Did they think that she was a kept woman? Hmph! She and 

Sheng Dongyi were not in that kind of relationship! 

 

remember to inform us when you’re getting married,”everyone said. 

 

definitely, ” su mo said lightly. 

 



“We were chatting in the tea room. They said that your clothes cost more than a hundred thousand 

Yuan.” The Secretary went back and told Yu Xinran. 

 

Yu Xinran’s face stiffened,’can’t I put on my clothes? I can afford it!” 

 

Yu Xinran hated those who hated the rich the most! 

 

Although she was born rich, she had worked hard too! 

 

“Get the Human Resources Department to fire her. Tell her to leave immediately.” Yu Xinran said lightly. 

 

The Secretary immediately went to inform su mo. 

 

Su mo was chatting happily when she suddenly heard the news. She was stunned. 

 

Everyone was also stunned. When they heard that she had been fired, they stopped chatting with her 

and ran out of the pantry as if they were afraid of her. 

 

Su mo was furious! 

 

It was not a problem to fire her, but why did she have to say it in front of so many people? This was too 

embarrassing! 

 

Su mo turned around and hurried back to her seat. 

 

Yu Xinran’s Secretary was standing in front of her seat, looking for her. When she saw her, she hurriedly 

said, ” “It’s good that you’re here! Hurry up and pack your things, we’re going to transfer other people 

here!” 

 

Su Mo’s face turned red,’where’s the director? I’m looking for her. ” 



 

“In the office!” The Secretary stepped aside, as if to say, ” If you have the ability, then go and find it! 

 

Su mo was stunned. She slammed the teacup on the table and strode towards Yu Xinran’s office. 

 

The Secretary snorted. what’s wrong with you? do you think you’re a rich young lady? ” 

 

Someone next to him laughed,”that’s right!” Our director has never put on such airs before!” 

 

Su mo trembled in anger when she heard that! The woman who spoke was just trying to please her in 

the pantry! Now that they heard that she was fired, they started to trample on her. 
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stay! 

 

Su mo walked to Yu Xinran’s office and knocked on the door. 

 

... 

“Come in,” Yu Xinran’s voice sounded. 

 

Su mo pushed the door open and entered. Yu Xinran glanced at her with disgust in her eyes. 

 

Su mo was still a little scared, so she walked over carefully. “Director Wanwan.” 

 

Yu Xinran lowered her head and didn’t say anything as she slowly typed on the keyboard. 

 

“Why?” su mo asked uneasily. 

 

“Why?” Yu Xinran raised her head and asked in return, a mocking smile on her lips. you still have the 

face to ask me? You added your boyfriend’s name to the invitation list this time. What about next time? 

Are you trying to steal the company’s trade secrets?” 



 

f * ck, ” su mo said anxiously, ” I won’t! I was forced to do it this time, and it won’t happen again! 

Director, please give me a chance! I’m wrong!” 

 

If she was fired, what use would she have to Sheng Dongyi? 

 

She told Sheng Dongyi confidently that she would be able to use her position to help promote the Sheng 

family as she climbed up the ladder in Qingyu media. If he was fired, what opportunities would he have 

in the future? 

 

If he was fired for this reason, it would be very difficult for him to work at another Newspaper Agency in 

the future! 

 

Most companies would call the applicant’s previous company to find out the reason for their resignation 

before hiring. With Yu Xinran’s current attitude towards her, if someone were to ask about the reason 

for her resignation in the future, Qing Yu media would only add oil to the fire and defame her! Who 

would use her then? 

 

Therefore, she had to stay! 

 

Yu Xinran was unmoved and didn’t even look at her. She slowly typed on the keyboard and said, I’m 

sorry, Qing Yu media doesn’t keep thieves, especially when I know you’re a thief! 

 

Su mo was stunned and looked at her with trembling eyes. “Miss Yu, Qianqian.” 

 

Yu Xinran raised her head and leaned back in her chair. Although she was sitting, she seemed to be 

above her … 

 

“Your existence will only harm the company’s interests!” Yu Xinran said in disgust, ” get out of here right 

now! 

 

Knock, knock, knock. There was a rhythmic knock on the door. 



 

Yu Xinran put away her disgusted expression and said coldly, ” “Enter.” 

 

ran ran … Yu xinzhuo walked in and frowned when he saw su mo. 

 

Su Mo’s eyes lit up. Just as she was about to plead with him, she heard him say to Yu Xinran, ” “Why is 

this person still here? Didn’t I tell you to fire her?” 

 

“I’ve already asked the Human Resources Department to give the order.” Yu Xinran said indifferently, 

“but she thinks she’s very beautiful and the whole world should make way for her. She’s not giving up. 

 

Yu Xinran’s words were full of sarcasm. Su mo was too embarrassed to stay any longer, so she turned 

around and rushed out of the office. 

 

She did have that feeling that she was unique and the whole world should give in to her. This was how 

Nanjiang was originally like! 

 

However, everything was different in the capital. She was just an ant that could be trampled on! How 

could he compare to a single finger of a person like Yu Xinran? 

 

…… 

 

Su mo hugged the cardboard box and returned to her residence in a daze. 

 

Sheng Dongyi had gone to shengshi pharmaceutical’s branch office. There was no one at home. 

 

Su mo threw the box on the coffee table and sat on the sofa in frustration. 

 

She never accepted her fate! There would always be a way to make a name for himself! 

 



She thought maliciously, since the Yu family dared to treat her like this, she couldn’t fight back, but she 

could make trouble. 

 

Yu Xinran had a very good reputation in society. It could be said that the Yu siblings had a very good 

reputation-they were steady and motivated, not arrogant nor impetuous, the best among the rich 

second generation, and were ” other people’s children ” that the first generation of the rich compared 

to the second generation of the rich! 

 

What if such a person had negative news? 
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Su mo smiled coldly. With the rise of the media and the power of the internet, she could publish news 

and opinions even if she did not work in a newspaper. If they were to post some negative news or 

scandals online, it would be easy to ruin her reputation! 

 

... 

Although the Yu family was the richest family in the country, they might be silenced once the news 

spread online, but there was still the internet. They would not be able to take action so quickly if they 

posted it on the internet abroad! 

 

When su mo thought of this, she smiled smugly. Just as she was about to take her computer and write a 

draft, her phone rang. 

 

She took a look and saw that it was father su. 

 

Su mo suddenly had a bad feeling. 

 

Father su was the chief editor of “happy talk” in the Nanjiang branch office. Yu Xinran should know 

about this. Could it be that Xuanji asked Yu Xinran to Fire Father su as well? 

 

She hurriedly picked up the phone and said,”dad!” What’s wrong?” 



 

Father su said nervously,”Momo,” happy talk “has fired me!” 

 

“What?” Su mo was shocked. She had guessed it right! 

 

“What’s going on? Aren’t you working for miss Yu now? Quickly help me ask! Dad has worked hard on 

‘cheers’ for his entire life, I can’t be fired!” 

 

Su mo did not know what to do either! She was stunned for a while before she suddenly said,”don’t be 

anxious!” You’ve been working at “talking to joy” for so many years, they can’t just fire you! You can go 

and Sue them!” 

 

“This Zhenzhen …” Father su wanted to say something but stopped. 

 

Su Mo’s heart skipped a beat, and she asked in a panic, ” “What’s wrong?” 

 

Father su sighed. there were several reports on ‘talking to joy’, but I faked all of them. They’ve got a 

handle on me, so I can’t do anything about it. 

 

what? ” su mo was in despair. what should we do? ” 

 

“That’s why I’m asking you to help me ask! Otherwise, being fired is a small matter, and I might have to 

go to court!” 

 

Su Mo’s hands trembled, and she gritted her teeth. “The Yu family is too much of a bully!” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Father su suddenly had a bad feeling. did something happen on your side too? ” 

 

Wuwu Wuwu. su mo covered her mouth and cried. dad, Wuwu, I’m sorry. I’m the one who hurt you, 

Wuwu. 

 



Su mo cried and told him what had happened in the past few days. 

 

However, she didn’t know that the reason why things had developed to this stage wasn’t because she 

had altered the invitation letter. The main reason was that she had attacked Gong mo and caused him to 

give birth prematurely! 

 

Yu xinzhuo and Yu Xinran wanted nothing more than to tear her into pieces! If Gong mo hadn’t been 

rescued in time and Yu Qingliu hadn’t personally taken charge of the operation, two lives might have 

been lost! 

 

If that was the case, how would Sheng nanxuan retaliate against the Yu family? It would definitely be 

much more tragic than the SU family’s current situation! 

 

However, the SU family’s current predicament was only the beginning. There were still Sheng nanxuan 

and Gambino waiting for them! 

 

No! 

 

It was not just Sheng nanxuan and Gambino! There’s still Sheng Dongyi! 

 

She had lost her value. Why would Sheng Dongyi care about her? 

 

Su mo sobbed and said,”dad, what should I do?” How am I going to explain this to Dong Yi? If he finds 

out that we’ve both been fired by the Yu family, he’ll definitely kick us out!” 

 

“Then don’t tell him!” Father su hurriedly said. 

 

“Paper can’t contain fire!” Su mo shouted, “besides, I don’t want to do it secretly! I’m afraid that 

shengzhongtian will soon find out about you, and he will definitely tell Dong Yi! I might as well strike 

first!” 

 



it’s all because of Hanhan, “father su muttered. it’s all because of him that Hanhan and I are in this 

situation! If he dares to kick us away, we can’t let him get away with it!” 
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“Right!” Su mo said viciously. If Sheng Dongyi dared to kick her away, she would not be soft-hearted! 

 

... 

“Even if dad doesn’t work in ‘talking to joy’ anymore, I’ve still managed to build some connections over 

the years. ‘Talking joy’ wasn’t the only magazine in China, and the Yu family wasn’t the only one in the 

media industry! We have plenty of places to go!” Father SU’s voice suddenly became determined. 

 

He knew that even su mo had been fired. There was no place for the father and daughter in Qing Yu 

media. Instead of blaming the heavens, it was better to find another way out! 

 

…… 

 

Sheng Dongyi walked into the house and saw su Mo’s long face. 

 

He could not help but ask,”what’s wrong?” Did your chief editor scold you?” 

 

“She fired me.” Su mo said, her eyes staring straight at him. 

 

“Fired?” he looked at her in surprise. 

 

“It’s all because of you!” Su mo shouted and rushed over to punch and kick his chest. I even lost my job 

to help you! 

 

“Alright, alright Yingluo.” 

 



Sheng Dongyi didn’t think it was a serious matter. He thought that Yu Xinran was just angry because her 

authority was challenged. He didn’t expect that the entire su family was blacklisted by the Yu family, 

including the Sheng family. 

 

No! It wasn’t a blacklist, it was clearly a death list! 

 

In his heart, su mo was a smart woman. Even if she could not shine here, she would change places. 

 

In the past, he had always felt that she was a good candidate for a wife because she would definitely be 

a good wife. She would be in cahoots with him and give him advice. 

 

However, after coming to the capital and seeing the daughter of a super-rich family like Yu Xinran, her 

status dropped a little, and she became dispensable to help him in his career. 

 

Sheng Dongyi felt that he might as well pursue Yu Xinran. If he succeeded, the Sheng family would be 

elevated by several levels. Being with su mo, she had to work hard for decades to squeeze into the top 

social circle. 

 

“How about this, I’ll go talk to her and ask her not to blame you for this.” He said to su mo. 

 

Such a reason could get close to Yu Xinran, and it also made sense to su mo. 

 

After all, Yu Xinran was the eldest daughter of the Yu family. He wouldn’t be able to ask her out with 

normal reasons, but now was an opportunity. 

 

Su mo had always been a jealous person. If she wasn’t jealous, she wouldn’t have drugged Gong mo. He 

had almost ruined his plan! 

 

If he didn’t use this reason, su mo would definitely guess his motive if he suddenly went to look for Yu 

Xinran. Who knew what kind of trouble she would cause? 

 

Su mo thought about it and said, ” “Do you have a way to change her decision?” 



 

“I’ll try my best to talk to her.” Sheng Dongyi said, ” moreover, shengshi pharmaceuticals will meet the 

Yu family sooner or later. Yu Xinran’s uncle is the director of the hospital. It’s a good opportunity to get 

some information. 

 

He was still afraid that su mo would suspect that he had other motives, so he simply gave another 

reason. 

 

Su mo got angry when she heard that. She pushed him away and said, ” “You only know about the Sheng 

family! Even at a time like this, you still don’t forget your goal! Do You Love Me or not?” 

 

Sheng Dongyi frowned and said impatiently, ” I’m trying to solve your problem for you. Can you not be 

unreasonable? ” 

 

After he finished speaking, he picked up the suit jacket that he had just taken off and went out. 

 

“Ah …” Su mo flipped the table in anger. 

 

She and Sheng Dongyi had been together for many years. When Sheng Dongyi was engaged to someone 

in Nanjiang, he looked like a handsome young master, and the woman was very satisfied with him. But 

what happened in the end? He had already rolled in the sheets with her countless times! 
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He had also said that he loved her, countless times! 

 

... 

However, he had stopped talking about it. Every time this question was brought up, he would always 

avoid it and avoid it! 

 

Su mo thought about it carefully. It seemed to have started after Gong mo and Sheng nanxuan got 

married. 



 

Hehe Yingluo 

 

As expected, he fell in love with Gong mo and only came to his senses after losing him. 

 

Su mo gritted her teeth in hatred. She wondered how Gong mo was now after she had pushed him that 

day. Unfortunately, she couldn’t find a place to ask! 

 

…… 

 

Sheng Dongyi went to Qingyu media to meet Yu Xinran. 

 

But how could it be so easy to get into Qing Yu media? 

 

Qing Yu media was not heavily guarded. As long as one was brave enough, one could walk in. If their 

temperament was not equal or their performance was too suspicious, they would naturally be stopped 

by the staff in the reception hall. 

 

Sheng Dongyi was dressed in a suit and leather shoes. He looked like an elite. When he walked through 

the door, he immediately attracted the attention of the front desk staff. 

 

The front desk had confirmed that he was not an employee of Qing Yu media! If he was, there was no 

reason for her not to have any impression of such a handsome man! (Well, Sheng Dongyi is quite 

handsome too. He’s very deceptive.) 

 

The receptionist was about to go over to greet him when he walked straight to the elevator. 

 

Su mo had told him which floor she worked on, so he could just go up and look for Yu Xinran. 

 

However, things didn’t go so smoothly upstairs. 

 



This floor was filled with the staff of the magazine agency. Who didn’t know who was who? It was 

impossible for a stranger to enter the office. 

 

“Sir, may I know who you are looking for?” The receptionist asked. 

 

“I’m looking for director Yu,” Sheng Dongyi coughed. 

 

“Do you have an appointment?” The receptionist smiled. 

 

yes, I just met her this morning. You just told her that my surname is Sheng. 

 

The receptionist’s mouth was wide open in surprise. Wasn’t this reason that he had seen this morning 

too funny? But could Yingluo be miss’s boyfriend? 

 

They looked quite stylish, and they were quite a match. 

 

The front desk was afraid that he really had something to do with Yu Xinran, so she picked up the phone. 

“Then I’ll help you ask Yingluo.” 

 

The Secretary received a call and confirmed that this person was not on Yu Xinran’s guest list. However, 

when she heard that they had ” met in the morning “, she suddenly remembered what had happened in 

the morning and ran into the office to tell Yu Xinran. 

 

Yu Xinran was currently chatting with Yu Qingliu online. 

 

Yu Xinran asked,”how is Gong mo?” 

 

[ Yu Qingliu: great! That child is growing up at a speed visible to the naked eye! ] 

 

Yu Xinran thought, you’re exaggerating! 



 

Yu Qingliu,”I like exaggeration!” If she had not exaggerated her sadness and scared Sheng nanxuan, how 

could she have forced him to admit that he was the night God? He even promised that he would never 

lay a hand on the Yu family in the future! 

 

Yu Xinran broke out in a cold sweat and thought, be careful not to let him find out! Otherwise, he would 

be the first to make a move on the Yu family! 

 

She really had to take her hat off to this little uncle! She was almost scared to death at that time, but he 

still had the mood to play! 

 

Yu Xinran asked,”should I go and see her later?” 

 

Yu Qingliu: We’re from the Yu family, after all. There’s no need for us to cower in front of them. Besides, 

I personally check the rooms every day. It’s a waste of talent! 

 

Yu Xinran thought,”you’re a slacker!” 

 

Yu Xinran sighed in his heart. In fact, she really wanted to be friends with Gong mo. Previously, because 

of Gong Mo’s pregnancy, she didn’t dare to ask him out for tea and shopping, afraid that she wouldn’t 

be able to afford it if she were to bump into him. However, Gong mo had to take care of the child in the 

future, so the two of them didn’t seem to have anything in common. 

 

Yu Xinran couldn’t help but feel regretful. 

 

Just then, her Secretary walked in and told her, ” “I think su Mo’s boyfriend is outside. He wants to see 

you.” 
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“Why?” he asked. Yu Xinran frowned in disgust and picked up the folder on the table. say I’m not free! 

 



... 

Sheng Dongyi left awkwardly after getting the reply. 

 

Not long after, Yu Xinran got off work. 

 

When she walked out of the office building, she saw Sheng Dongyi leaning against a car by the roadside. 

She frowned. He couldn’t be waiting for her, right? 

 

Sure enough, Sheng Dongyi immediately stood up straight and walked over. miss Yu, I have something 

to discuss with you. Can I have some of your time? ” 

 

“Sorry, I don’t have time.” Yu Xinran said coldly. 

 

uh, ” Sheng Dongyi’s face stiffened and he said awkwardly, ” miss Yu, please don’t misunderstand. I 

really have something to do. How about this, where are you going? I’ll send you, we’ll talk on the way.” 

 

Yu Xinran lowered her eyes and thought for a while before nodding.”Get in the car!” 

 

She wanted to see what he was up to! 

 

Sheng Dongyi was overjoyed, but he didn’t show it. He turned around and opened the door for her. 

 

Yu Xinran sat on it and habitually wanted to put on her seat belt, but she felt that it wasn’t safe to be 

tied up, so she gave up after some consideration. 

 

If this guy wanted to kidnap her or something, she would jump out of the car quickly without putting on 

her seat belt! 

 

“Drive faster, I’m in a hurry,” she said coldly. 

 



“Then where are you going?” 

 

“Worriless hospital,” Yu Xinran replied after a while. 

 

Sheng Dongyi was taken aback. He asked while driving, ” “Ms. Yu, is someone in your family sick? Are 

you okay?” 

 

Yu Xinran looked at him in surprise. “You don’t know?” 

 

“Me? How would I know?” Sheng Dongyi was confused. 

 

“Speaking of which, this matter has a little to do with you.” Yu Xinran smiled. 

 

“Ah?” Sheng Dongyi was even more confused. 

 

Su mo did not tell him that she had pushed Qimo! Su mo was afraid that he still had feelings for Gong 

mo, so why would she tell him such a thing? Moreover, he didn’t know what the result would be. 

 

Yu Xinran wanted to mock him. In her opinion, how could Sheng Dongyi not know what su mo had 

done? It might have been Sheng Dongyi’s idea! 

 

However, when she opened her mouth, she felt that she was too lazy to waste her time on him, so she 

said, ” your brother is having a baby. You didn’t know? ” 

 

“Ah, Yingluo.” Sheng Dongyi was shocked and suspicious. After a while, he reacted. Isn’t this a little too 

early? Premature labor?” 

 

As he spoke, he gripped the steering wheel tightly. He felt like he had lost Gong mo a little more. Gong 

mo seemed to want to draw a clear line between them. 

 

“Won’t you know if you go and see for yourself?” 



 

“Right!” Sheng Dongyi quickly nodded and sped up. they’re at worriless hospital? ” 

 

“Yes, I am. How come you don’t know about it?” 

 

“Uh, Yingluo, you also know about my family, right?” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Yu Xinran pretended to be confused. 

 

Sheng Dongyi was stunned and a little embarrassed. Breaking off relations was a big deal in Nanjiang, 

but not many people in the capital knew about it. It was even more impossible for a top-notch wealthy 

family like the Yu family to pay attention to it. 

 

my brother has misunderstood me, “he chuckled. we’ve not been on good terms recently. 

 

“Like this? Then, as his brother, you should give in to him ~ my brother will give in to me. ” 

 

Sheng Dongyi was completely speechless. 

 

It seemed that Yu Xinran knew about the Sheng family. However, she was on Sheng nanxuan’s side. 

 

When he thought of the relationship between Wu Di and them, as well as Sheng nanxuan’s business in 

Beijing for the past four years, he felt that he had made a mistake. 

 

When they arrived at wuyou hospital, Sheng Dongyi stopped the car and asked in a gentlemanly 

manner,””Are we going in together?” 
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“You can go first. I won’t disturb your reunion with your brother. I’ll go find my uncle.” Yu Xinran took 

two steps and suddenly turned around. by the way, why did you look for me just now? ” 

 

... 

uh … Sheng Dongyi was taken aback. Suddenly, he was too embarrassed to mention it. But he had to. 

I’m sorry about the charity party. 

 

“You did nothing wrong. Su Mo’s methods have determined that I can’t let her live.” Yu Xinran said 

indifferently, ” you own a company too. You should understand, right? ” 

 

Sheng Dongyi was too embarrassed to show his face. He nodded randomly.”Understood!” 

 

Su Mo’s move was indeed very vigilant, and no boss dared to use it. 

 

This time, she had only changed the invitation list. What if she changed the other list next time? What 

about modifying the contract data? 

 

That would be a terrible thing. She could bankrupt a company! 

 

Sheng Dongyi didn’t dare to plead for su mo. He didn’t plan to do that. He just wanted to get close to Yu 

Xinran. 

 

He turned around and left the inpatient department, while su mo went to the director’s office. 

 

After a few steps, she turned back and looked at his back with a thoughtful expression. 

 

This Sheng Dongyi was too thick-skinned and seemed to be very ambitious. 

 

Yu Xinran touched her chin and thought for a while. She couldn’t help but sneer. 

 



Could it be that he had set his sights on her? 

 

She had been born into a wealthy family like the Yu family, so it was natural that many people had their 

eyes on her. She was the young miss of the Yu family. If he married her, not only would he have 30 years 

less to work for, but he would also have three generations of children and grandchildren! 

 

Unfortunately, she really did not know what kind of man she should find. There were too many 

ambitious people, and she wanted to have a love, so she was already afraid even before she graduated. 

 

…… 

 

Sheng Dongyi found the door of Gong Mo’s ward. The door wasn’t closed. 

 

He gently pushed the door open and saw Gong mo sitting on the bed, writing something. 

 

Gong mo was the only one in the ward. Sheng nanxuan had gone home to make soup and asked his 

mother to go see the child. 

 

There were always doctors and nurses in the ward. Gong mo thought it was them. He raised his head 

and was slightly surprised. 

 

Her expression was complicated as she closed the book in her hand. 

 

Sheng Dongyi walked over and said,”Momo Xuanji.” 

 

“What are you doing?” Gong mo looked at him warily. 

 

“I heard that you gave birth, so I came over to take a look. we’re a family, after all, ” Sheng Dongyi said 

affectionately. He turned and looked around. where’s nanxuan? ” Why are you in the ward alone?” 

 



“He went out to do something. He’ll be back soon!” Gong mo estimated that Sheng nanxuan should 

have arrived by now. who told you that? ” he asked. 

 

“Yu Xinran.” 

 

“Her?” Gong mo frowned. Yu Xinran and Sheng Dongyi were in contact? What did she mean by that? 

The Yu family should know about Sheng nanxuan’s situation in the Sheng family, right? Wasn’t this just 

causing trouble for them! 

 

“You should have informed me.” Sheng Dongyi said, “miss Yu, you still think we’re not on good terms. 

 

“It’s not good to begin with.” Gong mo said, “there’s no way to inform them either. We don’t even know 

each other’s phone numbers. 

 

then I-” Sheng Dongyi immediately took out his phone. 

 

“Don’t!” Gong mo hurriedly stopped her. if you want to leave your number, then leave it with Nan Xuan. 

This is a matter between you and your brother. 

 

Sheng Dongyi was stunned. what about us? “he asked. 

 

“We?” 

 

Sheng Dongyi looked at her sadly. I know I was wrong before. But that’s because it happened too 

suddenly, and I couldn’t accept it! I thought you guys were teasing Mo Mo! I only found out about my 

feelings for you later on, and I regret it very much.” 
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what’s the point of saying all this now?! Gong mo shouted, ” I’m already married to Nan Xuan. I’ve even 

given birth to his child! 

 



... 

Sheng Dongyi immediately knelt by the bed and grabbed her hand. He asked anxiously, ” “What if they 

don’t have children or get married? Will you come back to my side?” 

 

Gong mo looked at him in disbelief and pulled his hand back, ” “You’re dreaming! After what you’ve 

done, you still want me to return to your side?” 

 

“I didn’t do anything!” 

 

“I’m not an idiot.” Gong mo replied, ” I have a brain. I can analyze. Sheng Dongyi, you’re making me sick! 

Can’t you just do it openly?” 

 

Sheng Dongyi knelt on the ground and looked at her in silence for a long time. “No matter what, I really 

love you.” 

 

Gong mo found it ridiculous. What was his motive for saying this? Did he think that she would believe 

him? 

 

Nanxuan was such a good man. Even if he did not love her, she was willing to stay by his side. She was 

not Sheng Dongyi, who had harmed her before! 

 

“Get lost!” Gong Mo’s back was facing the door and he didn’t look at him. 

 

“Mo Mo …” 

 

“Get lost!” Gong mo roared. 

 

The air instantly fell silent. 

 

Gong mo was shocked. That voice didn’t seem to belong to Sheng Dongyi. 

 



She turned around abruptly and saw Sheng nanxuan standing at the door with a lunchbox in his hand. 

Mother Yan was beside him. 

 

Gong mo glanced at Sheng Dongyi, who was still kneeling by the bed, and suddenly felt a little guilty. 

 

Would Sheng nanxuan misunderstand anything? 

 

How was she going to explain this? 

 

When Sheng Dongyi saw Sheng nanxuan, he immediately stood up and looked at him in a daze. 

 

The two of them stood there as if Sheng Dongyi was Gong Mo’s Guardian. 

 

Sheng nanxuan walked in slowly. He was calm, composed, and had an imposing aura. 

 

Gong mo was extremely nervous. He licked his lips and said, ” “You’re here?” 

 

Her mother walked in and watched everything nervously. W-w-w-w-w-w-w-what’s going on? She had 

only gone to see the child. How did it end up in such a melodramatic plot? 

 

If she had known, she would have stayed in the ward! 

 

She couldn’t help but glare at Gong mo and think,”what are you doing?” 

 

Gong mo felt very innocent and wronged. 

 

“Why did big brother come?” Sheng nanxuan asked indifferently. 

 

Sheng Dongyi put his hands in his pockets and replied indifferently, ” “I heard that Gong mosheng was 

born. Of course, I should come and visit him.” 



 

Sheng nanxuan looked around and asked with a smile, ” “You didn’t bring anything?” 

 

Sheng Dongyi frowned, his face twisted. 

 

“It seems that big brother is not sincere in coming to visit. Then you can go.” Sheng nanxuan said rudely. 

 

Her mother looked at them in surprise. This, this, this, this Yingluo really didn’t care about her face at all. 

Both of them were like this, with an expression that said “you’re heartless, I’m not righteous.” 

 

Sheng Dongyi gritted his teeth and left. “Hmph!” 

 

Sheng nanxuan couldn’t help but sneer. He opened the lunch box, and a wave of heat came out. The 

thick fragrance of chicken soup wafted through the air. 

 

Mother Yan felt a little embarrassed. She guessed that the two of them had something to talk about, so 

she said,”I’ll go to the canteen to buy her food.” 

 

They only went home to make soup every day and ate their meals in the hospital. The food in the 

hospital was good, clean, and hygienic. They also paid attention to the nutritional balance. There was a 

special confinement meal, and he only needed to stew more soup to nourish himself. 

 

Sheng nanxuan wanted to ask the chef to make it, but it was hard to explain to mother Yan. Besides, it 

would bring trouble, so he could only do this. 

 

After mother Zhai left, Gong mo looked at Sheng nanxuan nervously. 

 

Sheng nanxuan scooped up a bowl of soup, scooped it up, and blew on it slowly with his mouth. His face 

was expressionless. 

Chapter 259 

259 I’m just afraid you’ll be angry 



 

Gong mo was nervous. 

 

... 

No matter what, Sheng Dongyi was her ex-boyfriend, and he had just kneeled in front of her bed. It was 

such a misunderstanding! 

 

Sheng nanxuan fed her a mouthful of soup. She said nervously, ” “That Yingluo came on his own.” 

 

Sheng nanxuan paused. He suddenly put down the soup, got up, and sat by the bed. He suddenly pulled 

her into his arms and kissed her hard. 

 

ah!!!! Gong mo was startled. 

 

Sheng nanxuan bit her lips as if he was punishing her. 

 

He hugged her tightly, as if he wanted to crush her. 

 

Gong mo felt pain but didn’t dare to push him away. She only panted heavily when he was done kissing 

her and slowly let go of her. 

 

Gong mo touched his arm and heard that his breathing was also rapid. 

 

Sheng nanxuan took a deep breath and quickly calmed down. He sat on the stool as if nothing had 

happened. 

 

He picked up the bowl of chicken soup. It was not as hot as before, so he scooped a spoonful and 

brought it to her mouth. 

 

Gong mo drank it quickly without any delay. 



 

“What are you afraid of?” Sheng nanxuan glanced at her. 

 

“I’m Yingying!” 

 

“If you don’t do anything wrong, you won’t be afraid of ghosts knocking on your door,” 

 

Hearing this, Gong mo picked up the notebook beside him and hit him, ” “I’m just afraid that you’ll be 

angry! I didn’t do anything!” 

 

Gong mo started to cry. 

 

Sheng nanxuan looked at her with the bowl in his hand and said, ” “I didn’t do anything.” 

 

Gong mo was stunned and looked up at him. On second thought, it seemed like Yingying really didn’t do 

anything. 

 

Could she blame him for kissing her? They were husband and wife, so this was what they should do! 

 

Wu Wu Wu. Gong mo felt even more aggrieved. This lunatic! 

 

She buried her head in the blanket. Sheng nanxuan reached out and pressed her neck. “Have some 

soup.” 

 

“Are you angry?” Gong mo raised his head while sobbing. 

 

“No, I haven’t. I was afraid that he would hurt you, but you didn’t even have a good memory! Did you 

forget why we got married?” After he finished speaking, he fed her a big mouthful of soup and she 

almost choked. 

 



Gong mo covered his mouth and hurriedly said, ” “Can you let me have a piece of meat? I’m a little 

hungry, Yingying.” 

 

Sheng nanxuan was stunned. He turned around and took out the chicken leg from the lunch box. 

 

Gong mo heaved a sigh of relief and took the bowl with both hands, ” “I’ll do it myself.” 

 

Sheng nanxuan was happy and at ease. He leaned against the bedside table and looked at her without 

blinking. 

 

“Do you want some?” Gong mo asked after taking a bite. 

 

Sheng nanxuan rolled his eyes at her. She shuddered and could only continue eating the chicken leg. 

 

the person who pushed you should be su mo, “Sheng nanxuan said. 

 

Gong mo raised his head in surprise. 

 

She remembered that su mo had worn a purplish-red dress that day. Generally speaking, high heels 

would go with the same color. 

 

“It might be Sheng Dongyi’s idea.” He said. 

 

He was afraid that she still had feelings for Sheng Dongyi. Whether it was true or not, he could only let 

Sheng Dongyi take the blame! 

 

“He doesn’t want us to have children,” he continued. 

 

“Why?” Gong mo stammered. Did Sheng Dongyi really want her to return to his side? 

 



“He probably thinks that shengzhongtian will call me home after we have a child. This will threaten his 

inheritance.” 

 

Gong mo was speechless. She was too naive! In the eyes of an ambitious man like Sheng Dongyi, what 

was love? Wealth was the most important. Sheng nanxuan’s speculation was really reasonable and 

convincing! 

 

While gnawing on the chicken leg, Gong mo said, ” he said that Yu Xinran told him. Could it be that the 

Yu family was involved in the incident that day? ” 

 

Gong mo felt that the possibility was too high! After all, that hotel was the Yu family’s business, and it 

was the Yu family who held the banquet at that time. It was closely related to the Yu family from the 

inside out. 

Chapter 260 

260 Let’s sit over there 

 

“I don’t think they would dare.” Sheng nanxuan furrowed his brows and clenched his fists. if they’re 

here, I’ll let them know how powerful I am! 

 

... 

“Don’t be angry,” Gong mo hurriedly patted his shoulder. perhaps Sheng Dongyi is trying to sow discord 

between us? ” The Yu family is the richest family in the country, so he definitely wants to win the 

support of the Yu family, but the Yu family is better off with us now, hehe.” 

 

Sheng nanxuan’s eyes lit up when he heard that. He nodded. “That’s right. Did he find out from Yu 

Xinran? How did he know Yu Xinran? is he trying to cling onto her? is he a Toad lusting after a Swan?” 

 

“Uh, hehe.” 

 

“Mom and cousin are here.” Sheng nanxuan suddenly said. 

 

Gong mo was stunned. His thoughts couldn’t keep up with his words. 



 

it’s outside, ” he could not help but sigh. we’ll arrive in about ten seconds. 

 

“How did you know?” Gong mo asked in a low voice. 

 

“I heard footsteps.” 

 

“How come I can’t hear it?” 

 

“You’re silly.” 

 

you … Gong mo was furious. 

 

Momo … mother Zheng’s voice was heard. Then, she walked in with Gong Bai. your cousin is here. 

 

Oh … Gong mo smiled and called out, ” cousin … 

 

“Who just called you an idiot?” Gong Bai asked with a smile. 

 

Gong mo pointed at Sheng nanxuan and said, ” “He’s bullying me!” 

 

“Pregnancy makes you stupid for three years.” Sheng nanxuan shook his head, looking helpless. 

 

“What are you doing?” Her mother muttered in a low voice and did not dare to ask for details, for fear 

that they would mention the triangle relationship just now. 

 

She placed the food she had bought on the dining table in front of the bed. There were two servings in 

total, one for Sheng nanxuan and one for Gong mo. 

 



“Have you guys eaten yet?” Gong mo asked. 

 

“I ate it.” Mother Gong asked, Gong Bai hasn’t eaten yet, right? Why don’t I go down with you and let 

them eat here?” 

 

it’s okay. I’ll go home to eat later. I’ll spend more time with Momo. Gong Bai said. 

 

“Can you not make it look like I’m terminally ill?” Gong mo shouted. 

 

When Sheng nanxuan heard her inauspicious words, he knocked her head with his chopsticks. 

 

Gong mo covered his head innocently. 

 

Mother Yan shook her head and said,”pregnancy really makes one stupid for three years!” All right, 

Gong Bai, let’s go down. Their public display of affection is so eye-catching!” 

 

pfft! Gong Bai burst into laughter and said, “that’s good! 

 

Sheng nanxuan couldn’t help but laugh. He picked up a piece of meat and put it in Gong Mo’s bowl. 

“Come, nourish yourself more.” 

 

“Why do I feel like you don’t like what you just said?” Gong mo pouted. 

 

“Yes.” Sheng nanxuan nodded. I think you’re stupid. Eat more and see if you can grow your IQ! 

 

ah … Gong mo was angry. you’re so annoying, Yingluo. 

 

…… 

 



Yu Xinran had been in the director’s office for a long time, and when she saw Yu Qingliu taking a break, 

she hurriedly said, ” “Let’s go eat!” 

 

“Alright!” Yu Qingliu nodded. I have a surgery tonight. If I don’t eat now, I won’t have time. 

 

“Little uncle seems to be getting busier and busier, Yingluo.” 

 

“What can we do? “In the past, I only operated on rich people. Who didn’t spend hundreds of thousands 

or millions? Now that I’m in the hospital, you want me to do it! This Wu family is simply using me like a 

bull!” 

 

who told you to agree ~”Yu Xinran said. 

 

Yu Qingliu was silent for a moment, then patted her shoulder. “Let’s go,” he said. 

 

The two of them arrived at the cafeteria. There were quite a few people at the moment and there were 

quite a few empty seats. 

 

Many nurses and doctors greeted Yu Qingliu. Yu Xinran looked around and suddenly saw Gong Bai. She 

quickly pulled Yu Qingliu and said,” Gong Mo’s mother is over there. Let’s go over there. 

 

Yu Qingliu saw that there was a handsome young man here and couldn’t help but glance at Yu Xinran. 


